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BAKER, K.A.: Recent results on finite equationa1 bas~s for finite

algebras (5urvey)

I. Recent example of finite algebras ()l such that Var(Ot)

is not finite1y definable:

1. A non-associative ring with 256 e1eme~ts (Polin)

~ 2. An algebra Ot= (A,v), where A is a 4-element pseudo-

ordered set (Park).

11. The congruence -distributive case:

Recent proof5 of the theorem that Var(ot) is ~initely

definable if it i5 congruence-distributive and Ot i5 finite.

Such proofs are due to Makkai, Taylor, and J6nsson.

111. In view of Po1in's examp1e, on1y one direction is evident:

The conjecture of J6nsson that states that if a variety contains

only finitely many subdirectly .irreducible members, all finite,

then i t mus t be fini tely definable •.

BALDWIN, J.: Ma1cev Conditions and the Borel Hierarchy

The paper contains a new proof ofTayior's theorem giving a semantic

characterization of classes of varietie5 defined by Malcev condition~.

1(0
We further show the existence of 2 distinct Malcev conditions

(answering a'question of Taylor which he has also answered).

Finally, we show there is an MCo~ c1.ass which is not MC oc5
answering questions of Taylar and Neumonn. This last result relates

descriptive set theory and universal algebra. (The work is joint

with Joel Berman).
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BANASCHEWSKI, B: Obstacles to finitary duality

Recently, 'Fajtlowicz showed that, fOT any quasiequ~tional classes

X and .t.., cf fini tary algebr'as, there does not exist a dual

equiv~aence ](*~t, provided the epimorphisms in are exactly

the onte homomorphisms, generalizi~g an earlier result ef A. Robinson's

that the category of abelian groups is not dually equivalent to itself.

v*We say that a category )( has finitary dual iff ~ is equi~

valent to a hereditary and finitely productive category cf finitary

algebras. Below, .containment is understood as: full subcategory,

~rese!ving limits and underlying ·sets.

Proposition. A concrete category je fails to have finitary dual

whenever it contains any one of the following:

(1) a non-trivial quasiequational class of (not necessarily finitary)

algebras; .

(2) a prevariety of finitary algebras with a weak injective;

(3) a" prevariety of finitary algebras containing an atomic

compact algebra.

BENNET, M•. K.: Lattices of Convex Sets

For L any lattice , we define D(L) = {x~L: (YVZ)A~ = (yAX)V(ZAX)

for all y,z in L}. If V is a vector space over an ordered

division ring, C a convex subset of' V and L the lattices cf

convex subsets of C, then we call L a cenvexity lattice. In

this case D(L) is the lattice of extreme subsets cf C. We

give necessary and sufficient consitions for L to be a convexity

latti~e in the finite dimensional case, and use this r~sult to

obtain an extrinsic characterization of the face lattice of a
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·convex po1ytope. We present some further resu1ts on D(L) far

lattices satisfying same cf the properties cf convexity 1attices.

BRUNS, G.: Orthomodular lattices with finite1y many blocks.

Theorem: Every finitely genrated orthomodular 1attice with

finite1y manY,blocks is finite.

BURMEISTER, P. Nations of va1idity for equations in partial algebras

Let ,)'6 h'e' the class of all partial algebras cf same fini tary

type 6, X a countab1e set cf variables. For AE)?A let A

denate its free completion, and for h:X'" A let h:X "'A,
,..

h:domh(~X) ... A be homomorphic extensions (h ~aximal while domh

is X-generated). In his thesis (Darmstadt, 1975) R. John subsumes

the known gene'rB:lizations of equationa1 theory to /i'/) to:
" "Def.: A binary relation F~{(A,h)IA€ ~,h:X ... A}x(XxX) is a

nation of validity for eq~ations in partial algebra.s If (I) ,

and

(RR)

(I) I f

and (TR) hold:

(A, h)t= (p, q) then h(p)=h(q).

(RR) f is R-representab1e, i.e: ,fo~ every A there is

R FAEAxA such that (A,h)F(P,q) if and only if

(h(p),h(q))€R FA"
(TR) F is T~representable, i.e. for every (p,q)€XxX there

is a set T~ of X-generated relative subalgebras of i
-pq

such that (A,h)F(P,q) if and only if for all

TET r ':Tc'domh 9 h(p)=h(q).
- pq -

The Ga1ois-corresponde~ces are described and applications are given.
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BURRIS, S.: New foundations for sheaves over Boolean spaces.

Bounded Boolean powers are generalized in a natural way to

"Boolean subdirect products". (whic,h are equivalent to sheaf

cons~ructions over Boolean spaces), and we survey par~s of a

forthcoming paper (with H. 'Werner) "Sbeaf constructions and

their elementary properties" plus some results on bounded

Boolean powers. In the joint paper we are primarily concerned 4It
with positive decidability results and the existence of model

companions (the sheaf representations for discrimi~ato~ varieties

due ~o Bulman-Fleming, Keimel & Werner playamajor role); and

for ~he bounded Boolean powers' tbe emphasis is ön B-separating

algebras.

csAKANY, B.: Malcev-type theorems on congruences and subalgebras.

A subset and an equivalence relation on the same set are said

to be connected if the set i5 a class of the equivalence.

Properties of algebras, based on the notion of connectedness of

subalgebras and congruences are investigated. Especially, Malcev

type theorems are 'proven for the following properties:

1. No subalgebra can be a class of two different congruences.

2. Two distinct subalgebras cannot' be classes of the same

congruence.

3. No proper subalgebra can be a congruence class.

DAVEY, B.A.: ·Weak injectivity and Boolean Powers

FOT a set ~ of algebras, a formula a(x,y) i5 a simplicity

formula if it is a '3 V conjunct of equations and for each
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AEOl, {e(a,b)la(atb)}={~,V}. THR~ (B.A. Davey, H. Werner). Let

K be an equational class and let dl be a finite set of finite

algebras in ~ and assurne that Si(OC)ES(OL). If there is a

simplici ty formula for <X. and no fini te pro~uct of members of OL

has skew congruences, then T.F.A.E.:

(i) I is a (weak) injective in 0<.
t

e" ( i i ) I ~ A0 [ B0] x •• • x An[ Bn ] wh~ re f 0 r a 11 j-~n , Aj € H( ~) n Si (lK) ,

A.. is (weak) injective "in 0<, and B. is a complete BooleanJ . J .

algebra.

·This result can be applied to the ease where ~ eonsists of"

simple algebras (in particular, quasiprimals, planar squags, or

planar sloops) or sUbdirectly irreducible lattiees, p-algebras,

double p-algebras, Heyting _algebras, or Brouwerian algebras.

DAY, A.:.Ä eonstruction "in ~attiee.theory.

tet L be a lattice, I = [u~v] a elosed interval in L. We

define L[I] = (L\I)u(lx2). L[I] is a lattice with the order

relation defined by:" xsy· iff one of the following holds

(a) x,YEL\1 and xsy in Le (b) x=(p.i).y~L\I and p~y in L

(e) x€L\I, y=(q,j) and" xsq in L

(d) x=(p,i), y=(q,j) and psq in L -and i~j in 2

This construction can be used to prove several results in lattice

theory

1) Eve~y projective lattice satisfies (W)

2) Every fTee lattiee satisfies (W)

3) Finitely generated free lattiees are weakly atomic
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(i. e. every proper quotient contains a prime quotient).

4) Every Mal'cev prevariety of lattices idempotent under Mal'ce~

mUltiplication contains all free lattices

5) The only Mal'cev idempotent varieties of lattices are

." ~x~y) and~.

. DRASKOVICOVA, H.: . Same representation problems fOT lattices

B.M. Schein [Algebra Universalis 2/2 (1972), 177-178] proved that

any latt1ce can be represen~ed by orders of same set A and

asked whether in the ease of finite lattices a· similar represen

tatian exists with A finit~. B. Siv&k charaeterized the class

of finite ,lattices having this property~ Another question is the

following. Let L ~be a closed sublattice of the lattiee of all

equivalence relations on a set A, containing the identity and

AxA. DoeS there exist an al~ebra on A having L as the eon~ru

ence lattice! The author gave a positive answer in the ease L is

eompletely distributive (or dually Brouwerian). A.F. Pixley

[ibid. 179-196] proved: If L is a distributive lattices of

pai~wise permutable equivalenee relations on a finite set A,

then there is a function f:A3 ~ A, compatible,with Land

satisfying ~(x,x,y) = y = f(y,x,x) = "f(y,x,y). I. Korec showed

that an a~alogous assertion holds in the ease Ais" eountable.

This yields a partial answer to a question of A.F~ Pixley.

FRI~D, E.: Connectednesses and Disconnectednesses in general.

•

The aim is to give.'8 gen'er'a1 fr"ame 'for known theories like Radieal

Semisimpl~ Theo.~! (Ku~o'sh-Amitsur), Torsion-~o~sionf~ee!heory

(Dvinsky), Connettedne~ses-DisconnectednessesTheory f6r topological
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spaces (Ar~hangelski-Wiegand),Connectednesses- Disconnectednesses

Theory for graphs (Fried-Wiegand). The general theory was developped

by ~ried and Wiegand. To each element S of a giv~n subcategory

of all sets we assign a set peS), where P is a special covariant

functor and we choose some special ·subset R of peS). We build

up a category whose objects are of the form A(S,R)(R~P(S)).

Af:A(S"R,) ~ A(SZ,R Z) is a mapping in this category iff

f;Sl ~ 52 and Pf(R,)ER2 · .One can get an inner characterization

of Connectednesses and Disconnectednesses in the .sense written

down in the paper of Fried-Wiegand similar to that ~.iven in

this paper and there is a ch*~acterization of pairs in Torsion-"

Torsi~nfree sense. The general theory is applied to th~ ones

listed above but it has other applications, too.

GANTER, B.: Combinatorial designs and algebras.

Results from the ~heory of block-designs and their generalizations

can be used for the investigation and construction of (finite)

algebras. Especia~ly R.M Wilsons existence theorem has interesting

and very general consequences. These methods are particulary help~

ful when the class of algebras under consideration is idempotent

and can be described by axioms of the form

~ = V 3 llJ
x, y z1 ' • • · , zn

where 1JJ contains no quantifiers and 41 contains no free variables.

Generalizations to other" structures than algebras are possible.
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GASKILL, .H.: Distributive lattices which generate finite sublattices -

of free lattiees •.

Tbe notion of sublattice cf a free ·lattice generated by a finite

distributive.lattice is ~escr{bed. A complete characterization of

these finite distributive lattices which generate finite sublattice

of free lattiees is given. Results aregiven which eompletely

'eiucidate the structure of these distributive lattices. e
GUMM, H. P.: Algebras in pennut"able varieties.

We use a geometrie approach investigating algebras in permutable

variet!es, i.e. algebras having a" polinQmial p satisfying

p(xxy) = y and p{xyy) = x.

If ot is an algebra such that in the congruence lattice of 012

tbe projection c~ngruences have a common comp~ement ~hen in a

natural wayCl can be endowed with an abelian group structure ~

such that every fundamental operation on Ol is a homomorphism 

with respect to x~y+z. This gives a characterization of abelian

groups in apermutable variety, moreover we obtain:

Characterizations of simple algebras in permutable varieties,

eharacterizations of hamiltonian loops (improving a result of e
Evans), characterizations of-paraprimal algebras which are not

quasiprimal and various characterizatiQns of hamiltonian

varieties of universal algebras.
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GRÄTZER, G.: Congruence Schemes.

A congruence Scheme S is a finite sequence of polynomials

Po,Pl, ••• Pn and a function f:{O , ... ,n-l} + {O,l}. Write

S(ao ,a1,bo ,b 1) for element ao,al,bo,b, of an algebra ~ if

bo = po(af(O) ,cl ,c Z,····), 'Pi (al-f(i) ,cl ,cz,···) = Pi+l (af(i), c 1,c Z,·· .)J

Pn(al-f(n),cl'cZ' ••. ) = b, for suitable c"cZ, ... EA. We write ~e" Cl tos if (c::ds(a,b) = S(a,bic,d)) for a,b,c,d € A. The lecture sUIVeys .three

papers. The first one by E. Fried, G.Grätzer, and R.W. Quac~enbush

examines the ~onsequences of assuming

where K is an equational c~ass. The s~c~nd.and third p~per

are by J. Bermann and G. Grätz~r ~nd they deal with constructions

of equational c1asses K such that Ot F S for all Ot €K.

SampIe result: let S contain no ~onstant. Then there is sueh

ari equational class iff each Pi ,is at ~east birtary. (All the

results can be found in the Notices Amer. Math. Soe.)

HEDRLIN, Z.: Statistics in algebraic and relational struetures.

A frequence table of a strueture was defined and its connections

with seme statistical questions established.

~ Having a strueture (with defined notion of subobject and

isomorp~ism) we define: the frequency of an object 0 in the

object P with respect to this structure is the numher ef sub

objects of P isomorphie with o. This can be considered like

a table.

Theorems about'fr~quency tables cf fu~ctions, equivalenees and

graphs were shown.
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HEIDEMA, J.: Algebra V Topology Structure Theory

< Category Theory.

'Structure Theory" is the theor-y of sets with (finitary and in

finitary) relations on them. By genera1izing notions from algebra

and topology to structures, rather than direct1y to categories,

one can i.a.

(1) s9lve the proble.rn that B.H ..Neumann put as fo110ws: " •••.. I

know of no honest and simple way of defining homomorphisms

and congruences on re1ationa1 a1gebras so that they do what

we .want them to do", ("Special Topics in Algebra: Universal

Algebra," Courant Inst •. , 1962). "What we want them to do"

wou1d for instance be to make the homomorphism theorem true

in general (and not just for fu11 homomorphisms);

(2) describe an exp1icit construction of the free structure

(in a certain ~lass, generated by .••• ), which in th~ case

of algebras Yields the free algebra, in the case of Tychonoff

spaces yi~lds the Stone-Eech cornpactification, etc.;

(3) 4escribe an explicit construction of the tensor product (of

a set of stIUcture in a certain c1ass).

.e
HERRMANN, c.: On congruence varieties of mudu1es.

Recent results of G. Cz~d1i and G. Hutchinson are presented. Let

R be a ring with 1, L(R) the class of all lattices of submodules

of R-modules. \\Te outline a method which associates te each lattice

identity a a system La o~ linear equations with integer

coefficients such that . a i5 valid in L(R) iff La is solvable

over R. Conver5ely we a5sociate wi th each r an identi ty X
L

such that X~ is valid in a modular lattice, iff this is true

for substitutions of elements forming a frame of suitable order.                                   
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~10reover, X
La

is equivalent to Q.' By use of this and the

classical Frobenius theorem for systems cf linear congruences

. we conclude, that the solvability of L in
.' k

a fini te set cf sentences eS k= 3x (p ·1· xp,

a prime. Then, the congruence variety HL(R)

related to a map f = f R, f:Pu{oo} + lVu{ool: firstly HL(R) is

~.defined.bY the 6p •f (p) (p€P) and secondly it is generated by

the lattices L(2 n f(p)-l) (p€P,n<oo) and L(Qn~) (n<m) in
p

case that f(m) = 1. In particular, there are uncountable many

congruence varieties of modules. If f R is recursive then the

validity of equations in L(R) can be decided.

HUHN" .A."P.: Some New Results Concerning n-distributive Lattices.

The notion of an n-distributive lattice was introduced to

characterize dimension-1ike properties of modular lattices.

Recently it turned out that there are natural exarnples of n-

distributive 1attices even in the non-~odular case. Example:

The lattice all 'convex subsets of the n-dimensional Euclidean

space is (n+1)-distributive, as weIl as dually (n+l)-distributive.

~ The finite n-distributive lattices can be characterized as the

subalgebra 'lattices of universal algebras cf rank sn (a univer

sal algebra A has rank sn if whenever an element a€A lies in

the subalgebra <aY>YE:r' then there .are Y1,YZ' ... ,YnEr such

that aE<a .>.n1). n-distributivity has been applied also to
Y1 1= .

charicterize.certain properties of graphs and"matro~ds by

L. Lovasz and the author.
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~ULE, H.: Relations between the Amalgamatjon Property and systems

of algebraic equations.

It is known that in a variety 10 the Amalgamation Property

implies the following property coneerning systems of algebraie

equations: If A is a sublagebra of BE10 -and if a system over

A is solvable (in 10) then it is also solvable as a system of

equations over B. We ean show that also the converse is true.

Similary, a stronger form of the Amalgamation Property implies

that a solvable syst~m with at mostone solution.in"an~extension

- -

of A in lO has a solution in A itself. This latter condition

turns out to be equivalent to'a ·"st"rong symmetrie" form of the

Amalg~ation Propert~. The ~uestiqn remains open if this one

implies the "strong" Amalgamation Property.

""JEZEK, J.: Recent Results of Pragu~'s Universal Algebraists.

J. Je!ek~ T. Kepka and P. N~mec were interested in the last

year in the- following questions:

1. Distributive groupoids. Some theorems on the structure of

commutative distribut-ive groupoids and distributive division

groupoids were proved. The main problem in th~ theorY of

distributive groupoids is: Does every distributive groupoid

satisfy xY·zx· = xz·yx? This problem is yet' open; in several

special cases ihe positive answer was obtained.

2. Varieties.of Quasigroups. Varieties of medial quasigroups

and quasigrou.p varieties deflned by shor't balanced identities

were studied.

•
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3. EDZ-varieties.

4. Some properties of varieties of groupoids (mainly e~tensi-

-.

vity and epimorphisms onto)..

JONSSON, B.: Lattice varieties covering the smallest non-modular

variety •.

"There are sixteen varieties of lattices that are known to cover

~ the vari~ty generated by the five-element non-modular lattice

AI. Fifteen of these. are generated by finite subdirectly irreducible

lattices L, ,.LZ' • • • ,L15' and the. sixteenth is j ointly .generated

by N and the diamond M3."It is shown. that every variety V oi
lattices that properly contains~includes one of the lattices

M3 , L1,L Z' · · · · ,L, s. " Of these sixteen lattices, the first six

fail tobe semidistributive, and it is shown that every variety .

~ of lat~ices in which the semidistributive 'law fails contains

one of these six. These twotheorems generalize, respectively,

and earlier result byI.Rival and a result by B.A. Davey,

W~. Poguntk~ and J. Rival, where" V was assumed to "be g~nerated

by a lattice in which'every chainis finite.

KAISER, H.K. New results on complete universal algebras.

Polynomially complete algebras are algebras having"the following

property: Every function on A with values in A is a polynomial

(=algebraic)function~ One can characterize them in the following

way: A finite uni~e~sal algebra A is polynomially complete iff

the follow~ng conditions hold:

(i) A is simple,

(ii) there is an element O€A and P,S€P2(A) such that
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p (x, x) 0 for all XF..A, p (x", a) : = Pa (x) is bij ective

"for all aF..A and s(x,O) = s(O,x) = x for all xlA.

(iii) There is an element qlPn (A), n>l such that q 'is not

constant and takes the value 0 if any n-1 of its

arguments are O.

Applications of this theorem to the variety qf groups, rings,

loops, L-algebras, Boolean algebras and n~arrings are diseussed.

A' loeal version on this theorem has been given.

KEIMEL, K.: A lemma on primes in eontinuous lattices.

The following.lemrna is the starting point of this report on 'considera

tions due to G. Gierz and the speaker: Let L be a continuoui lattice

(in the sense of:D. Seott). Let K b~ ~ subset of L ~hieh i~ eompact in

the Seott topology. If P is a pri~e element of L such that 'infCK)~p,

then xsp for same element x in K. We illustrate that this·

lemma can be viewed as a cornmon background to results in very

different areas as, for exarnple, Jonsson's lemma, the "converse"

of the theorem of Krein-Nilman on "externe 'points in compact convex

sets, the theorem of Gelfand and Kolmogoroff that the closed

prime ideals.of the ring C(X) of real valu~d continuous 4It
functions on a eompact Hausdorff space are all of the form Px '

where Px is the set of all f in C(X) vanishing in the point

x of x.

K~LLY, D.: Free produets of 1attices with infinitary operations.

CA report on joint work with G. Grätzer and A. Hajnal), Let ~

be an infinite regular cardinal. A lattiee L is ~-eomp1ete

(ar L is an ~"la'tt'iee) iff for any nanempty set 'S~L wi th

with (S«4M', the join and meet
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exists in L. We prove a normal form theorem for any ~-lattice

~-generated by a subset which generalizes a resuft of B. J6nsson

(Canad. J. Math. 14 (1962) 476-481). The structure theorem for

the free 4-product of AC-lattices is similar to the fini tary

(AH.= ](0) case. The free MCr-product preserves (W.. ) and

(SD") f 0 r .. <.ffC, ; t hela t te r resu1t uses t he normat formv

theorem. Similary to the fini tary case, the theory of e-
e reduced free" --products is developed and applied similarly as

in the finitary case. We use results of P. Erdös and R. Rad6

(J. London Math. Soc. 3S (1960), 85~90) To determine tbe maximum

size of chains in free 4U-lattices and.free ~-products.

MATTHIESSEN,G.: Birkboff Type Theorems of Heterogeneous Algebras..

•

In the model theory of heterogeneous algebras not only

the variables'which occur in a formula (equation or quasi

equation) may playa role but also variableswhich don't OCCUT.

Thus we get the notions of equational classes and finitary

equational classes, where -in fini tary equatfonal classes we

consider only finite (heterogeneous) variable sets. These nations

are equivalent if and only if the' set H of phy~a is fin~te .

The same holds for quasi-equational classes and finitary quasi-

equational classes. For all' these notions semanticalrescriptions

are given.

MITSCHKE, ~.: Sums of directed systems of algebras.

Sums of directed systems of algebras (without nullary operations

and of finite type) have -been investigated by J. Plonka in

various papers. There is a connection between the de~omposability

'of an algebra in a sum of a directed system and the existence
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of a binary function - called P-function - of the algebra that

satisfies certain identities. This yields that the class Let)
of all sums of directed systems of an equational class 4 is

equational if i is idempotent or has a binary term t

x. If one has a binary term t on ~satisfying t(x,y)

satisfying t(x,y) t(x,X) which is the only nontrivial

2m - h-1somorp 1S~ types

remaining ease - then L(~) need not be an equational class

Conditions are given 'which make' L(i) equational bY,means of

a generalized P-funetion and the free algebras of r (~) are

de"scribed by finitely generated free algebras of a ,subtlass of, 1..

Examples are given for binary algebras.'

MONK, J.D.: Some eonjectures about Boolean Algebras.

We formulate 1"5 or so conjeetures about B.A.'s and indicate

same background on each. Examples:
11.

1. If - tn ="', then there' are exactly

of complete BA' 5 of power ,tri •

s. Any 'infini te complete BA Ot has 2.1 At·, subalgebras .

7. I Ideal~ of Ot I is apower of 2.

8. Every infini te complete BA Ot ha"s a free subalgebra of

power lAI.

9. There is an uncountable 'BA Otsuch that every set of

pairwise incomparable, elements ,in Ot is countable.

14. For every "" > ~ there are exactly 2WI isomorphism
o

types of ri~id BA's of power tn '.

•
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NELSON, E.: Power simplicity and filtered products of congruences.

An algebra A is power simple iff every congruence on apower

cf A is a filter congruence; this concept arises quite naturally

in the study of certain algebras cf continuous functions, as

fellows: For a topologiealspace X and an algebra A, each

filter in ~X (the Boolean algebra of open-closed subsets of

~ X) induces a congruence on C(X.A) (the algebra of all functions

X + A contiriuous with respect to the discrete topology on A)

consisting of all pairs {f,g) which coincide on a-set in the

filter. This produces a complete lattice embedding. of. the filter

lattice of· ~X into the eongruence la·ttice cf C(X,A) which

is in addition ·an isomorphism for all X iff A is power

simple. Examp~es of power simple algebras are all. fie1ds,all

quasiprimal algebras, and all" finite simple algebras .iri a

congrue~ce distributive equational class.

FOT congruences e.
1

on .A
i

(iE:I) and a fi1 ter ~. on I,

the filtered product ITfei is the congruence on .ITAi

constisting of all (f,g with {ilf(i)eig(i)} E:f. In any

congruence distributive equational class, if there is a• finite bound on the cardinalities of the A.
1

then every

cong.ruence on nA.
1

is the intersection cf filtered products

cf congruences on the A.•
1

On the other hand; if every

congruene~ on every power of A is a filtered sum of congruences.

on Athen A is power simple.
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NöBAUER, W.: Algebras of functions and polynomial functions.

Let A be a universal algebra and k a natural ntimber. The fu1!

function algebra Fk(A) on A.B the. set of all funetions

f:Ak
+ A together with the operations which are obtained from

the operations· of A in the usual way, and with the composition

of functions. First there are given some results on the eongruence

lattice ~ of Fk(A): If k>1, then F (A) is always simple.
. k

If k = 1, then F (A) for the mo'st algebras whieh occur in nature,
k

is either simple or has o~der 3. Then the cancept cf ~'keneral

subalgebra" of Fk(A) is introduced. Such subalgebras either

ean be obtained bi gen~rating elements, or by proper~ies af in

variance. Same weIl known and some .new examples of general

. subalgebras are listed and some results on these general sub-

algebras are mentioned.

QUACKENBUSH, R.W.: On Murskii's theorem.

Areport on Murskii's theorem, that almost all finite algebras

are quasiprimal, is given.

RIVAL, I.: Planar sublattices of free lattice.

A lattiee L is semidistributive if, for every a,b,c€L,'

avb ave implies avb = av(bAC) and aAb = aAC implies

aAb aA(bvc). Furthermor~, L satisfies' whitrnai's condition

(W) if, for every a,b,e, d~L, aAbscvd implies either

•
ascvd or bscvd or aAb~c or aÄbsd.

Theorem. A finite planar lattice is embeddable in a free·

lattice if and only if·it is semidistributive and satisfies (W).
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In addition, there is a list 2: of finite lattices subject to

the fo110wing condition:

Theorem. A finite 1attice is a"planar sub1attice of a free 1attiee

if and on1y if it contains no sub1attice isomorphie to a 1attiee

in t. Moreover, ~ is the minimum such list.

SANDS, B. Two Lattice Construetions

For 1attices Land M, Hom(L,M) denotes the·set of homomor

phisms of L in~ M, with the.pointwise partial order. A

1attice L is catalytic if- Hom(L,M) is a lattice fOT all lattices

M.

Theorem (T.Kucera and B. Sands). Let L be a lattice.

i) If L is a retraet of CF(P) for some partially ordered

set P, then L is cata1ytie.

ii) If L is eata1ytie then L is semidistributive and satisfies

(W).

A construetion used in this theorem ean be modified to prove

that if"a lattiee is sharp1y transferable it satisfies so .

Seeond1y, we construct lattices Land· M such that L is

finite and satisf~es (W), there is a bounded homomorphism f of

M onto L, hut there is no embedding g of L inw M such

that gf
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SHEVRIN, L.N.: On Lattices and Groupoids "of Varieties.

The 1ecture gives a survey of results obtained in Sverdlovsk

during the last two-three years by participiants of a seminar

guided by the.1ecturer. Apart of investigations in this seminar

is devoted to the theory of varieties and prevarieties of some

a1gebras '(rnainly semigroups, inverse semigroups, rings, lattices).

The 1ecture concerns only two branches of this investigations

which are"mentioned in the title. The fol1owing themas are

considered. On lattices of'subvarieties:

1) The covering condition, 2) Irreducible bases of identities,

3) .SQme aspects of a structure of the lattice of subvarieties.

On the groupoid of subvarieties:

1) Ideritities on a product of ~wo varieties,

2) The groupoid of varieties of idempotent semigroups,

3) So~e subgroupoids of the groupoid .of prevarieties of 1attices.

Some open problems are raised.

SICHLER, J.: Endomorphisms of finite lattices •.

Let En denote the class of monoids isomorphie to End
01

(L)

for a 1attice L of finite 1ength n. ~

Proposition 1: (M. Adams, J.' Sichler) En~En+i for all integers

n~1

Proposition 2: (M. Adams, J. Sichler) There is a countable

monoid M such that ~EndO,(L) implies that L has an infinite

chain.

Theorem (M. Adams, J. Sichler) Every finite monoid is isomorphie

to EndO,(L) of a finite lattice L.
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Proposition 3: (M. Adams, J. Sichler) E3 includes all left

cancellative monoids, in particular, E
3

includes all groups.

SMIRNOW, D.M.: On regular varieties.

Let· V be a regular variety (cf. [1J) and let Fr(V) denote

the V-free algebra of rank r~'. If A = Aut( F,(V)), then

Aut ( F (V)) ;; Sym (r) "Ar. .
r

For every group G, havirtg the positiv generating set of

cardinaiity 5, there exists ~ regular variety V of Unary

.O-algebras such that

Au t (F 1 (V)) ~ G, InI = 5, IF1 (V) I = IGI·

The dual of the lattice Con(P) of all congruence relations

of every semigroup P is isomorphically ~mbeddable in the

lattice of varieties of unary algebras of sorne s1milarity type.

References:

[lJ B. J6ns~on and E. ~el~on, Relatively freeproducts in regular

varieties, Algebra univers., 1974, 4, N1, 14-19.

~ TAIMANOV, A.D.: Ober topoiogisierbare Algebren.

Wenn K = {Of; oe ist unendliche Algebra vom Typ rI} dann

Top(K) ~f{ Ol; OtfK; Ot läßt- eine nicht-disk~ete Hausdorffsche

Topologie zu}. SeI Kg die Klasse der unendlichen Gruppen

1. ] Q. , Ole:Kg.\Top (Kg), card Ot = tl (S. Shelah, 1976)
- 0

2. Top(Kg) ist abgeschlossen unter Ultraprodukten.

3. Card Z(~)~N ~ aE:Top(Kg)
o

4. Wenn Z(~.J ={e}& Vx endlich s; ot Z(X)+{e} dann ()(fTop(Kg).
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5. Wenn Card Ol= m>K' und 3 B, 3f '[card B~m, f: Ot -+ Aut CB) J,
o

dann Ol E:Top (Kg) •

Folgerung: Für beliebige Algebren Ot mit Card Aut (Ol»cardOL

folgt Aut(Ot)fTop(Kg)

(Taimanov 1975, Sib. Math. J. 1976)

Sei Kr die Klasse aller unendlichen Ringe

1. (Card a. = tt )v( Cl ist 'kommutativ und assoziativ),
o

=> Ot E:T~p (Kr). 1't
2. 3 Cl. (CJ!JTop(Kr)&card.0l.~22 0

(Arnautow W. 1973)

URQ!JHART, A.: Topological .representation of lattices .

.A 'topological representation theory is given which generalizes

to arbitrary bounded lattices the corresponding theory for

distributive lattices due to Stone and Priestley~ The space of

prime ideals is generalized to the space of pairs of filters and

ideals, each of which is maximal in the family of filters (ideaLs)

disjoint from the other. The space of a lattice is a' co:mpact space

with two quasi-orders defined on it. The lattice itself is re-

presented as a lattice of continuous pa!tial functions into the

two el~ment discrete space. Many resul ts .of the classical repre-·

sentation theory generalize in a natural way. Duals of filters-,

ideals epimorphisms and congruences are discussed.

WERNER, H.: Algebras having a ternary discriminator.

A discriminator variety. is a variety ~ having a ternary

polynomial such that At:: ot is subdirectly irreducible" iff

A r t(x,x,z) = z & (x + Y -+ t(x,y,z) = x). Examples are

•

•
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Boolean algebras, relatively complernented distributive lattices,

n-valued Post algebras, n-valued ~ukasiewicz -algebras, monadic

algebras,cy11ndric algebras of. dimension n, xn = x-rings,

biregular rings, Baer*-rings,strongly regular rings,complementary

semigroups of rank n.

Theorem Each residually small discriminator variety has a

decidable elementary theory and its countable rnembers

have a decidable theory with quantification over

congruences.

This result is obtained by a sheaf representation method similar

to thc one developed by S. Corner·to prove the.decidability of.

the theory of a residually finite variety of monadic algebras.

WILLE, R.: Order PolynomialComplete Lattices.

A lattice L is called. order polynomial complete if every order

preserving map of L into itself is an algebraic function of L.

Theorem: A lattice L is order polynomial comp1ete if and only i~

L is finite and the identity and the constant ~ero are the only

v-preserving maps o:L ~ L with OXSX for all x€L.

Corollary: An order polynomial complete lattice is simple.

~ Theorem: Let L be a finite lattice whose greatest element is

the join of atoms. Then L is order polynomial complete if and

only if L is simple.

Theorem: Let L be a finite modular lattice., Then L is order

polynomial complete if and only if L is an irreducible projective

geometry.
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Problems

1. Nelson: Is the unbounded Boolean power 'A[B]' a suba1gebra o.f a
polt.'er of A?· (Solved negative, by· K. Keimei, Darmstadt)

2. Quackenbush: Let A be fini te, 'Var(A) congruence permutable
with definable principal congruences and only finitely

, ,

many critical° algebras. Is A. finitety based ?

(Conj .: Yes)

3•. Quackenbush: Let ~ .be a locally finite discriminator variety ~
suc~ that the lattice of subvarieties is w+1. When
is Th(~) decidable? (negative for ~ = IDanadic alge
bras, RUBIN)

4. Felseher: ~ class of commutative rings. Is there a recursive

procedure to g~nerate the operation of equational closure?

s. Felseher: Can one derive the axiom of choice from the statement

that every complete Boolean algebra is injective ?
~..~ ...

&. Burris: For.~oolean algebras we have orily Xo-mariy types and
decidable theory, how is the situatio~ ~or ~4 x-rings?

7. Burris: In t~e type (1,1) there are 2~a equat~onally complete

varieties e.g. fx = gx = x er fx = fy & gx = x er
fx = x & gx = gy er fx = fy & gx = g y.

Find same others, preferaDly finitely based ones. 4It
8. Bacsich: ls there a decidable variety 1f' such that every

AI;. 'l?"" can be embedded into a simple SI;. 'lf' ?

9. Sands: Which varieties 1J'" of algebras have the f.ol1owing
pTopeity: "For all finite AE:V', A is subdirectly

irreducible iff VBE:'1J' (A ~ B2 ~ A4 B)" ? (Varieties
of lattices have this property, are there others

having fin~te rnembers ?)
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10. Davey: \\~at can be said about endo-primal algebras (= all
funktions preserving all endomorphisms·are polynomials) ?

11. Davey: 15 therea variety with filtral congruences which is not
" congruence-distr~~utive ?

12. Werner: Let A€re(~). Is ther~ a first-order way to describe
the fact thai A= TI A. [B.]* {A. € (JL) ? (pos i ti ve if Ot.

iE:I 1 1 1

is a finite set cf f~niualgebras).

13. Werner: FOT which classes OL cf algebras does "VA,BE:OL AxB

has no skew congruence l1 imply 11 VAl' ••• , An"€ ~ Al ~. • • xAn
has no skew congruence" ?

14. Werner: If no finite product of algebras in OL has skew
congruences, does is follow that

1 1 In
Al x ••• xAn has no skew congruence ? (true for

Al. • •An f i n i te )

1 S. Werner: 'l.JV discriminator' variety. Can A€. 11' carry two different
comp"act topologies ? (Answered -in the n"e"gative by
D.···Haley, M~nnheim).

16. "Fried, Grätzer, Quackenbush: Let 1t be an equationa1 class,
S a congruence scheme. A F S means that S defines
p~incipal congruences on A. Assume A F S for all
A€1J. Is'11'congr.uence modular?

17. Berman, Grätzer: For congruence schemes Sand T we can

define "S~T in 3 ways:
S~T ~(S(a,b,c,d) ~ T(a,b,cJd))

S~T ~ CA t= S ~ A t= T) A a.1gebra
S~T<~(VAE:1Y-A F 5 =>VA,1f' A 1= T) 'V'-variety
Characterize ~ in these three senses.
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18. Berma~n, Grätzer: Define the rank ~f a congruence scheme in the

obviou~ way. FOT which congruence schemes S is there an

equational cl.ass 17" such that VA€V' A.J= 5 'and

,~\fA€~ A F T does not hold f~r any congruence scheme T
of smaller rank.

19. Berman, Grätzer: Let S be a congruence scheme containing
constants. When does \fA~~ AF S hold for some
nontrivial variety ~ 1

20. Berman, Grätzer: For a congruence scheme ..S, ,..,hen is .there e
an equational class 'tt wi th opera t ions that actually

occur in S such that VA~1t A t= s ?

21. Sh evrin: Has every AE.~ a fini te equa t ional base ?

a) 1!" = inv~rse semi'groups (type • , ~1) (Conj.: No)

b) """ = Cliffordian semigroups (=union of groups)
(Conj.: Yes)

22. Shevrin: A grou~ G is extremal if it is the extension of an
ab~lian group having mi~imal condi~ion for subgroups
by a finite group. Does the subgroup-lattice of G

. have.~·"finit~ dimension for extremal G 1.

23. Sheyrin: What can be'said about a semigroup S for which the
subsemigroup-lattice eieS) satisfies some nontrivial

identity 1 In' partic'ula' is an infinite cyclic

semigroup such ? e
24. Srnirnov: Does thefree lattice FL(3) have"a finite b~siS for

its quasi-identit~es (=universal Horn-theory)!

25". Smi rnov: Does every a) fini te group, b) free group J c) fini te

l~tt~ce have an independent basis for its quasi

identitie5 !

26. Jezek: Does x·yz = xy·xz & xy·z = xz·yz imply xy·zx
(Answered positive by A.··~itschke, Darmstadt)

xz-yx ?
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~2 denote the variety of the same type a5 groups
n

which is defined by all 2-variable in~enti~ie$ that

hold in abelian groups of exponent n.· \\'hat is spec

01.. 2 ?
n

28. Knoebel: Let (A,·) be a f~nfte groupoid, IA I ~ 3, such that • is
o nto and depends on both argu~ents. 15 there a unary

operation ·u on A such that <A,·,u> is primal?

For which grou~oids is the answer yes, for which ones

no ?

29. Kaiser;Ä~A is k-affine complete if each k-ary operation on A,

which preserves Con(A)., iS.a polynomial-funct~on

(=algebraic. funct~on) on A. Does .2-affine completeness
imply k-affine c6~pleteness for every k~N?

30. Kaiser: A i5 k-locally complete if each k-ary operation on A,
\\rhich on each finite .subset. of Ak coinc~des wi th

some polynomial function on A, is a polynomial function

on A. Find all semigroups which are k-locally

complete for every k € N •

31. Csakany.: Cha'r'a"cterize semigroups of all tra.nsliti-ö'ns (=unary

algeb~aic functions) of algebias having essential at
least binary operations.

~·32~ Ha1ey: For an algebra A let PA(x) be the set of all positive

formulas in one free variabl~ x with constants from
A Let T• A be the topology'on A determined by the

solution sets of formulas in PA (x), taken as a

basis for the closed sets. The compactness of TA'
which in general is only T1-separating and not compatible

with the structure of A, nonetheless characterizes A

being equationally compact. If A is a compact topologi

cal algebra,. are then the fundamental operations

continuous with respect to TA ?'Or at lea~t in the
class of uni tal rings?
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»3. Pixley: Let A be a quasi-p!imal alge~!a. We know that most
important properties of the variety of Boolean algebras
carry over to Var(A). For B"oolea~ algebras· w~,· als~ have

e.g. very simple equational base~ and a nor~al represen

tat~on theorem fo~ algebra~c functions. Can one find
"canonieal" equational bases for quasi-primal algebras?

(see McKenzie, JSL 40" 2, 1975)

;~. Pi~ley: Is there a normal represe~tation theorem·for algebraic

functions in members of Var(A). A quasi-primal? (solved e
for ·primal algebras by Foster)' .

;s. Pixley: Can. one find some sort cf generalized compleineiitat,ion

in the members cf Var.(Ä)" A quasi-primal? .

;6. Nöbauer: For a finite algebra A there is a procedure to
determine whether or not a funeticn f:A + A is an

algebraic funetion by listing all algebraic functions.

Find a shorter procedure.

"'I: I.7. Fried, Padmanabhan, Park: ~n the poset

.:{ ° if {x y} = {a b}

x·Y~~~~in {x.y}· otherw~se .

a) Is ({a,b,u,O},·) 'finitely based ?
b) What is the number of essentially n-ary

we define

polynomials ?

;8. J6nsson: Find a procedure for determining whethe7 a finite
structure (algebra), A is cancelable in the elass of
finite structures cf the same type

('i.e. VBVC AxB==AxC 9B=:C).

;9. Jonsson: Is it true for every variety 1,9- of algebras that if

t~e~cla~s ~SI of all finitely subdirectly irreducib1e
algebras of ~ is strictly elementary, then 1t' is
finitely based ?

Note 1: An algebra A is said to be finitely
subdireetly'irreducible if the intersection of two

nontrivial congru~nces is always nontrivial.
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Note 2: The answer is affirmative fOJ" congruence

~istributive varietie~ ~. Witho~t cong~uence-distribu
tivity the following holds:

If 11fSI is strictly elementary and 1?'~X. '.:X. and

'):51 strictly elementary,. then .".... is finitely based.

40. J6nsson: Find a cons~ru~tibn Q such ~hat

(1) FOT a fini te set ']( of fi'nite algebra5 Q(X) ,i5
strictly element.ary ,

(2) If in addition '1C i5 contained in a congrue~ce ,
distributive variety then, Q()() is a variety

Illust~ation: A possible cand'idate \,"a5 Q =. ~SHS,

but, McKenzie showed that it violated (1).

- 41. Baldwin:' Characterize N1C-~o)-c~tegorical structures in your.
favbrite variety. 15 there an '~o-categorical projec~ive

plane?

42._Bennett: Fo~ a lattice L define the distributive center'~f L
j'CL):={x"LI (avb)Ax = (aAx)v(bAX) Va,beL).

a) l\Thich properties. of eD(L) can be deduced from
ptoperties of L?

b) Which finite distributive lattices ~r~~distributive

centers of compactly atomistic lattices ?

Rival, Sands: For a finite distributive lattice L let
L*:={L/e1e atom of Con(L)}. Note that L~ may centain
two or more isomorphie lattices. Doe5 L*~=·M·

im~ly L~M for finite distributive lattices L,M?
An equivalent formulation is the fol1owing: i5 every finite
partially ordered set characterized by the col1ection
{P-fxllxE:p}?

44. Herrmann: Does there exist an n~S such that there are

uncountably many isomorphism types of 5ubdirectly
irreducible 'argu~5ian lattices with n generators?
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45. Day: For which finite modula! lattices ~oes th~re exist a

finite lattice L satisfying Wh~tman's eondition (W)
and having M ~s a h~momorphic image '1

46. Day: Let ~ be a variet~ which is not congruence modular.

a) Does' there exist an AE,1J-' such that ConA 0
cont,ains a sublattice isomorphie to." N; ?

"b) Le~ L. be·a bounded lattice ,(in the sense of N.
S"

R. ~fcKen'zie) that is embedd,able into ConA for

some A~~. For a Closed~~nterval I of L. does· . ~
there always exist a BE,'v such that L[I] ean be

embedded into ConB?

47. E.T. Schmidt: Let· t" be a finite 1attiee, and let alb be

a p~ime quotient of L. 'Putting, a bounded 4istributive

lattice D bet\V'een a and· b, . one gets a partial

lattice L(aDb). A finite subdirectly irreducible

modular lattice L has the property (*). if for e~~h prime

~uotierit ~/b and ~ich d~stribtitive . D thi ~re~ ~odula~

lattice gen'er'ated by L(aDb) is a su~direct power of"' 'L." Is'
(*) equivalent ~o heing a splitting modular lattice ?

48. Wille: Does' l~affine order compieteness: imply n~~ffine order

eompleteness for lattlces ?

49. ~ixley, Wille: Is there a reasonable concept of order-quasi

primal lattices?

50. Fried: In the lattice of subvarieties of the var~ety ~f all

weakly associative lattices J five covers of the variety

of distributive lattices are known, namely besides the

four trivial ones ~he variety generated by all w.a.I.

having the unique bound property. Is there another cover

generated by a finite algebra?

51. Huhn: a) Is the variety of modular 2-distributive lattices

generated by it~ finite ~ernbers'?

b) Is the variety of modular lattices generated by all

its members which are n-distributive for some n ?
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52. Monk: In the following fifte~n ~~~jectures, all Boolean
algebras and cardinals are assumed to be infinite.

(1) Le~ mHo = m. Then there are exactly 2m isomorphism

types of co~plete Boolean algebras of power m.
A Boolean algebra ot is·called weakly a-complete

if for any X,Y~ ~ with' XsY, there is an a~OL with
XsasY.

(2) Let mH• m. Then there are exactly 2
m. isomorphism

types of weakly o-complete Bool~an algebras of power

m.
(3) OL is weakly a-complete if and only if Ot is

a homomorphic image of a complete Boolean algebra •.

A set X~ OL is irredundant·-if for any x~X, xis.
not in the subalgebra generated by X-{x} •. ,

(4) OL has an irredun:dant subset X~ Ol. with lXI =" '1 OLl
(5) OL has 2 1 DLf many subalgebras •

Let n( OL) be the cardinali ty of the set of ideals of Ot.
( 6) n ( OL) ~o = n ( (tt) •

( 7) n (0() = 2m f 0 r 5 o"me 'm•

(8) Every comp~ete Boolean algebra Ot has a free subalgebra

of p~wer I OLl.
(9) There... is an uncountable Boolean algebr~ -:~ such that

every 'family of pairwise incomparable elements in Ot
is countable.

(10) ~ has a wel1-founded generating set.

For any Boolean algebra OI., le.t tot be the smallest
cardinal m such that OL is the union of a strictly

in~reasing sequence of subalgebras of type m.

(11) t ot ~o or ~1·

(12) tot N, if and only if ~ is weakly a-complete.
~

(13) If·IAut(OL)1 = No' then IOLI ~2°

(14) If m) No' then there are 2
m isomorphism types of

rigid Boolean algebras of power m.

(15) If m?lo = m, then there are 2m isomorphism ,types

of rigid complete Boolean algebras of power m.

H.P.Gumm (Darmstadt)                                   
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